Photon-number measurements are a fundamental technique for the discrimination and characterization of quantum states of light. Beyond the abilities of state-of-the-art devices, we present measurements with an array of 100 avalanche photodiodes exposed to photon-numbers ranging from well below to significantly above one photon per diode. Despite each single diode only discriminating between zero and non-zero photon-numbers we are able to extract characteristic information about the quantum state. We demonstrate a vast enhancement of the applicable intensity range by two orders of magnitude relative to the standard application of such devices. It turns out that the probabilistic mapping of arbitrary photon-numbers on a finite number of registered clicks is not per se a disadvantage compared with true photon counters. Such detector arrays can bridge the gap between single-photon and linear detection, by directly using the recorded data, without the need of elaborate data reconstruction methods.
Introduction
detectors at the same time (arrays of avalanche photodiodes, nanowire detectors generally have a multitude of wires) 11 or by the piecewise detection of the splitted and delayed signal pulse by one or few click detectors (time multiplexing). [12] [13] [14] This class of so called pixelated photon detectors (PPDs), needs a small quotient between number of incident photons and detector number/time bins, as to avoid multiple photons on a single detector/time bin (henceforth referred to as pixels). It has been shown, that the number of photons has to be roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the total number of pixels on the PPD, so that the recorded click numbers can be approximated to be photon numbers. 15 Thus, even the most sophisticated experimental setup allowed proper characterization of a light field only in the few-photons-detection regime. 11 Regardless of that, PPDs used within the smallphoton-number-per-pixel condition 15 are utterly capable of performing true photon counting detector tasks, such as single shot photon counting and quantum state measurements. 16 Based on the recently developed theoretical click counting distribution, 15, 17, 18 the exact click statistics can be calculated, for any quantum state at any intensity, allowing to infer the state of a light field in a similar way as from the usual photon statistics. In this paper we demonstrate measurements with a PPD consisting of 100 single avalanche photodiodes in Geiger mode, where single detectors elements are triggered by photon numbers ranging from well below to explicitly above one photon per pixel, in average. Even though information loss occurs when multiple photons trigger the same pixel, we show that significant statistical information about the quantum state is still preserved within the click statistics. Although we confine our investigations to an array of avalanche photo diodes, our results and conclusions related to the click counting distribution in general should apply to any other system of click detectors, whereas our approach on detector imperfections, such as crosstalk and dark counts, may only be valid for avalanche-photodiode-based PPDs.
Methods
For a successful observation of click statistics at high intensities a number of essential requirements have to be fulfilled.
At first we will outline the theoretical framework of this paper, followed by the requirements to our detector and PPDs in general and the experiment setup. Finally, we explain how we obtained the click statistics from the detector output.
Click counting distribution
The general click counting distribution for a PPD with N homogeneously illuminated click detectors and any quantum state at any intensity is given by: 15
where c k is the probability to detect k clicks,n is the photon number operator, η is the detection efficiency/loss and ν is the dark count rate, which is assumed to be Poisson-distributed.
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For this work, the click distribution for coherent states is the most relevant. In that case eq. 1 simplifies to a binomial distribution,
where 1 − e −|α| 2 /N is the probability for a click at a single pixel and α is the coherent amplitude.
Note that, the click counting distribution and its consequent inferences are based on the assumption that all pixels are only triggered once during one measurement period. Hence the light source is restricted to be pulsed, with pulsewidths smaller and repetition times bigger than the dead time of the pixels. To 
In our experiment crosstalk 21, 22 had the greatest impact to the click statistics. To describe crosstalk our model is based on two simple assumptions: First, crosstalk is homogeneously distributed over the remaining active pixels, meaning that every pixel which has not been triggered has an equal probability to be crosstalk triggered by a previously clicked pixel. Second, crosstalk triggered pixels can trigger additional crosstalk pixels. Following these assumptions we only need to introduce one crosstalk parameter, e.g. the probability χ of a certain pixel to be triggered by one previously clicked pixel, and the probability to trigger k clicks by crosstalk of N P previously clicked pixels and N A available pixels is binomially distributed in k (see supplement):
Allowing crosstalk clicked pixels to trigger additional clicks via crosstalk leads to the probability of k crosstalk clicks being triggered by a 0 initial light clicks:
where a = (a 1 , . . . , a i , . . . , a n ) = IP(k) are the integer partitions of k and a 0 is the number of initial light clicks. The probability to detect overall m clicks including coherent statistics (2) and crosstalk (5) is then:
Nonclassicality indication
Indicators which are used reveal distinct quantum properties 
with the mean value c and the variance (∆c) 2 . Similar to Q M , Q B is positive semidefinite for classical fields, zero for coherent fields and can only be below zero for quantum states.
Note that, the application of Q M to click statistics can be justified within the small-photon-number-per-pixel condition, but it technically indicates nonclassicality for coherent states at any intensity, with the magnitude e −|α| 2 /N − 1. Click number resolution. The blue curve is a compilation of detector output raw data at various intensities, whereas the red, yellow and green curves are raw data at distinct and narrow intensities. The abscissal coordinate of a particular click number can be assigned by simply counting the peaks in the blue curve. This is essential for the assignment of click numbers to occurrence histograms with narrow intensity ranges. Inset: Decomposition of the histogram plot into the Gaussian contributions of the different click numbers.
Detector performance and experiment setup
meaning the exact determination of discrete photon numbers from light pulse to light pulse, as it is currently practiced with PPDs like ours, is still permitted within the small-photonnumber-per-pixel condition. Electronic noise and fluctuations in gain lead to overlapping peaks in the rate of occurrence histogram in figur 2b for click numbers above a certain value.
However, the limit of single shot resolvable clicks is still greater than -and thus does not interfere with -the limit in photon numbers, so that two photons never hitting the same pixel can be assumed savely.
Click statistics acquisition
For a -conceptionally -ideal PPD the electric charge which is emitted per clicking pixel would be equal for all pixels, thus in our experiment only depending on the capacitance of the APD pixels and the applied reverse voltage (commonly taken together as "gain"). Therefore, the electric charge of simulta- 
where x is an arbitrary abscissa scale, ∆x corresponds to the gain and is therefore responsible for the distance between 
As stated above, the single-shot click counting resolution is limited by the noise (σ 0 and σ 1 ) and is around ≤ 10 clicks for our detector. The single-shot photon counting ability however is limited small-photon-number-per-pixel condition (as stated in the introduction), which is less than 5 clicks for our detector.
Therefore, the overlapping peaks in an AuP distribution and the above described click statistics acquisition procedure do not interfere with the single-shot photon counting abilities of our detector.
Results

General considerations
The general click counting distribution (1) is capable of quantifying the properties of a any quantum state at any intensity, allowing to infer the state of a light field in a similar way as from the actual photon statistics without the need of reconstructing the photon statistics. With our results we show that the applicable intensity range of click detectors can be increased by nearly two orders of magnitude, overcoming the prevalent small-photon-number-per-pixel condition, with no hard intensity cut-off and only limited by the measurement precision and significance of the observed quantity.
Considering equation (2) it is easy to see that the nearly 100 resolved clicks of our detector correspond to more than 3 photons per pixel in average, while still being able to access the click statistics. Unfortunately classical noises limit the significance of our measurements, thus restricting our analysis of the Q-parameters to an average photon number of 1.5 per pixel. Future developments may extend this limitation.
Note that, the inversion of click statistics to photon number statistics, which is occasionally practiced in the low intensity regime, 25 technically has to fail to produce the correct results, since photon numbers can not be mapped bijectively to click numbers. At higher intensities this can even result in negative photon number probabilities (see supplement). This especially is the case when photon numbers are involved, which are larger then the number of pixels of the PPD.
Nonclassicality indication
With the variable attenuator (see fig. 2a ) we were able to alter the signal intensity and recorded a series of click distributions like to those shown in Figure 3 . We applied both, the Man- and an intensity scaling factor to our data we are able to explain the behavior of Q B . It is important to mention, that although we fitted the crosstalk parameter it is technically a fixed value determined for lim |α|→0 Q B (see section: Classical noises). In theory, the intensity scaling factor could as well be determined separately by the reference photodiode in our setup, but due to the many sources of uncertainty (efficiencies, lenses, beam splitter, beam divergence) we were unable to achieve that with sufficient significance. Furthermore the intensity scaling factor has no influence to the deviation of Q B form 0.
Note that, the greatest deviation between including and excluding classical noise in the detector model is at low intensities, where click detector systems are currently used due to the small-photon-number-per-pixel condition.
Classical noises
The major detector imperfections in our experiment are problems well known for avalanche based photon detectors, namely dark counts, preclicked pixels and crosstalk. Since we used a pulsed light source with pulse widths much smaller than the dead time of the PPD pixels and we were restricting the measurement time to the width of one output pulse of the detector, alterpulsing -clicks subsequently following another click of the same pixel -have no effect to our measurements and results. At first we will address effects based on dark counts, which includes effects related to preclicked pixels, before we consider the influence of crosstalk.
The impact of dark counts to the click statistics must be differentiated into two separate effects. Dark counts which occur during the measurement period for one light pulse are taken into account in the click counting statistics and therefore do not need to be considered in particular. Moreover, for poisson photon number distributed light fields, such as coherent light, dark counts during a measurement period do not alter the shape of the click statistics, it remains a binomial distribution. Since the time interval of a measurement period is the total length of a detector output pulse, around 10 ns, the dark count rate was about 10 −3 counts, thus technically irrelevant.
Due to the dead time, dark counts occurring prior the light pulse can occupy pixels before the actual measurement starts, which makes these pixels unavailable for light detection.
These preclicked pixels virtually reduce the overall available pixels N of the PPD during the measurement. The impact to the click statistics may be insignificant for small and medium click numbers, but increasing the intensity high enough, almost every pixel will be triggerd. At this point occasionally reduced pixel numbers by preclicked pixels have a significant effect to the recorded click statistics. In that case, the statistics of preclicked pixels, which are depending on dark counts, stray light and dead time, affect statistical values more than the photon statistics of the light under investigation. We iden-
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tified the preclicked pixels as the main reason why we were unable to record click statistics with the possible maximum click numbers of 100 clicks. Furthermore, our investigations have shown that preclicked pixels start to have a significant influence to the moments of click statistics for photon numbers around 2.0 per pixel. Due to this we constrain our conclusions to photon numbers up to 1.5 per pixel.
Crosstalk describes the triggering of pixels which is not caused by the incoming light itself, but by the interaction of not triggered pixels with pixels triggered by photons. It is a known problem for assemblies of detectors with avalanche multiplication based detection. 21, 22 Crosstalk is correlated with the bias voltage and the spatial density of detectors in the system. Our analysis reveal that, as implied in section:
Nonclassicality indication, crosstalk has its greatest impact to the Q B -parameter at low intensities, where these devices are most commonly used. we obtain Note that APD arrays with 400 APDs and 1600 APDs on one square millimeter are already commercially available. 24, 26 It is easily possible to combine these detectors in arrays of PPDs (also commercially available by now) each with independent signal analysis, thus allowing to reach a five-digit click resolution. Although the APD fill factor of these devices, meaning how much of the detector area is actual photosensi- 
